The interest in easy-plane spin chains with inplane magnetic fields as described, e.g., by the Hamiltonian N-1 ,E 1.6 first, from the discovery of quite a lot of magnetic compounds exhibiting quasi one-dimensional behaviour above their ordering temperatures T,, second, from the observation [I, 21 that, in the limit of a continuum of classical spins and of large anisotropy y, the model (1) is equivalent to the Lagrangian of a sine-Gordon field.
One of the best studied compounds in this context is the ferromagnet ( C B H~~N H~)
CuBr3 also called CHAB [3, 41. It is believed that, above its T, = 1.5 K, CHAB may be described by (1) with the parameters [5] which slightly differ from previous values. Recently, numerical results for CHAB, showing distinct differences to the previous ones [6, 71, have been published by one of the present authors 181. These results were obtained by a variant [9] of the quantum transfer-matrix method which we beIieve to be superior to other numerical procedures for two reasons:
first, better convergence in the Trotter number m has been established by computing the internal energy from the nearest-neighbour spin-correlation functions in the real-space decomposition [9, 101, second, for a total spin number N = 150 an ex-B (kG1 trapolation to N = oo seems to be unnecessary (see, e.g., Fig. 1 for the model (I), (2)). which, in its turn, was extrapolated to m = co from the results for m = 7 and m = 8 and N = 150. From figure 3 one observes, in comparison with the results for lower fields [8] , worse agreement with the universal behaviour predicted by the classical sine-Gordon picture. Figure 4 shows that the linear variation of the peak height AC,, with temperature T breaks down for higher T. The data points of figure 5 for the peak position are well fitted by Bpeak = b~~ with b = 0.25 ~G / K~, while the experimental value [4] is b = 0.21 ~G / K~, and the (original) sine-Gordon picture [ll] predicts b = 0.20 ~G / K~.
It will be intersting to compare the present results with additional experimental data for higher fields. figure 2 are given by circles, experimental results [4] by triangles.
